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Introduction

Headlines

- Validation of ‘Recipient’ and ‘User’ center
- Type of crossmatch
- Deceased donor variables-part 7
- Additional liver measurements and requirements on recipients
- Removal of recipient ‘Transplantation history’
- New STAMP/LAMP report

All previous newsletters can be found on the Scandiatransplant web page
http://www.scandiatransplant.org/news/newsletters

Purpose

By this information letter, we wish to communicate to you about status and progress related to the database, collaboration with groups related to Scandiatransplant and on-going working projects.

We hope that you will read it and share the information with whom it might concern.

Do not hesitate to contact us for further information, ideas, problems and help.
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Aarhus Universitetshospital, Skejby
8200 Aarhus N
Denmark
www.scandiatransplant.org
Validation of ‘Recipient’ and ‘User’ center

With this update a new warning has been introduced in ‘All recipient’.
The following warning will appear if you try and update a recipient that does not belong to your own center:

You are still only allowed to update data on recipients from your own country.

Type of crossmatch

When selecting that crossmatch is needed on a recipient, a new field will appear, where you can state what type of crossmatch is needed.

On the kidney recipient search result list, the crossmatch information is displayed in a new additional column.

And the information is included in the search list print.
Deceased donor variables – part 7

Deceased donor, extended registration of information on not procured organs

Under ‘Not procured organs’ the lists for entering the reasons for not procuring the organ has been extended with more causes, some of these are organ specific.

Furthermore you are able to select several values for each organ type and you can register the name of the responsible doctor making the decision.

New procedure status

In deceased donor a new procedure status along with a progress bar is now introduced.
The intention with this is to make it easier to get an overview of what donors are ongoing and how far they are in the process. This is the first version, and it might need adjustments along the way. Status is continuously updated when data is updated on the donor.

**DBD or cDCD**
The ’Donation after circ. death’ field has been changed to ’Donation after’, with selection of DBD or cDCD in list of value.

**Organ offer will tricker insert of centers in Allocation**
When sending out an organ offer to ’A: All centers’ automatic insert in the Allocation grid is now made. As an example, if Oslo sends out an offer for a heart, lines will be inserted for each center according to the rota list. Here the donor center can keep track of responses from the centers and register which center the organ will be allocated to (Approved = Yes)

Furthermore the donor center can see which recipient centers that have accepted the offer and also causes for organ refusal.
Accept or refuse an organ offer
A new menu entry under donor has been made, where centers receiving an organ offer has the possibility to register acceptance or refusal.

If the center refuses cause must be registered by the refusal center. The information will now be available on the donor in the Allocation tab on the specific organ.

Possible exchange obligations
Below the Exchange summary possible exchange obligation recipients are now listed for all organ types.
Additional liver measurements and requirements on recipients
Additional fields to register details about liver size measurements have now been added for patients on the liver waiting list.

Removal of recipient ‘Transplantation history’
With references to the last newsletter the office has received no objections, so the ‘Transplantation history’ line has now been removed from display in ‘All recipients’.

New STAMP/LAMP report
A new update version with new layout of the STAMP/LAMP report is now launched in production. The report is extracted from the recipient waiting list record.

New pdf report